SECRET 122246Z
PRITY DIR CITWAVE 7679

TYPEIC

REFS A. DIR 32131
B. UFGA 8361

ATTACHMENT REF B IS SOLE RECENT ANSPPELL DECLARATION OF
ANTI-PBPRIME TONE WHICH HAS COME TO OUR ATTENTION. BECAUSE OF
HOLY WEEK, JMWAVE EFFORTS CONTACT BOTH ANSPPELL LEADERS AND
AMHINT-8 (ANSPPELL "PENETRATION") IN ORDER COMPLY REF A THUS
FAR UNSUCCESSFUL. HOWEVER, SINCE ANSPPELL USUALLY DILATORY IN
RESPONSE OUR REQUESTS, SUGGEST MONT ASK ANBZZ-1 OBTAIN TEXT
FROM AMBARR-15.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: REQUESTED TEXT ANSPPELL "ANTI-AMERICAN DECLARATION".
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